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A/RES/78/282 Plen. A/78/PV.82 2024-05-23 84-19-68
International Day of Reflection and Commemoration of the 

1995 Genocide in Srebrenica
YES

A/RES/ES-

10/23
Plen. A/ES-10/PV.49 2024-05-10 143-9-25

10th Emergency Special Session: Admission of new Members 

to the United Nations
A

A/RES/78/281 Plen. A/78/PV.80 2024-05-07 without a vote World Football Day

A/RES/78/280 Plen. A/78/PV.77 2024-05-02 without a vote
Global Health and foreign Policy: Addressing Global health 

challenges in the foreign policy space

A/RES/78/279 Plen. A/78/PV.77 2024-05-02 without a vote International Year of the Woman Farmer, 2026

A/RES/78/278 Plen. A/78/PV.77 2024-05-02 without a vote International Day of Markhor

A/RES/78/277 Plen. A/78/PV.77 2024-05-02 without a vote
Follow-up to the Declaration and Programme of Action on a 

Culture of Peace

A/RES/78/276 Plen. A/78/PV.73 2024-04-24 without a vote Joint Inspection Unit

A/RES/78/275 Plen. A/78/PV.73 2024-04-24 without a vote Amendments to the Staff Regulations and Rules

A/RES/78/274 Plen. A/78/PV.73 2024-04-24 without a vote

Revised estimates relating to the programme budget for 2024 

under section 3, Political affairs, and section 36, Staff 

assessment: special political missions – thematic cluster III: 

regional offices, offices in support of political processes and 

other missions – United Nations Integrated Transition 

A/RES/78/273 Plen. A/78/PV.73 2024-04-24 80-12-37
Revised estimates relating to the Independent Institution on 

Missing Persons in the Syrian Arab Republic
YES

A/RES/78/272 Plen. A/78/PV.73 2024-04-24 without a vote

Agreement under the United Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea on the Conservation and Sustainable Use of 

Marine Biological Diversity of Areas beyond National 

Jurisdiction

A/RES/78/271 Plen. A/78/PV.69 2024-04-11 without a vote
Further modalities of the fourth International Conference on 

Financing for Development 

A/RES/78/270 Plen. A/78/PV.65 2024-04-03 without a vote

The role of diamonds in fuelling conflict: breaking the link 

between the illicit transaction of rough diamonds and armed 

conflict as a contribution to prevention and settlement of 

conflicts

A/RES/78/269 Plen. A/78/PV.64 2024-03-25 without a vote

Scope, modalities, format and organization of the high-level 

meeting on antimicrobial resistance convened by the 

President of the General Assembly

A/RES/78/268 Plen. A/78/PV.64 2024-03-25 without a vote International Day of Play

A/RES/78/267 Plen. A/78/PV.63 2024-03-21 without a vote
International Day for the Prevention and Fight Against All 

Forms of Transnational Organized Crime

UN General Assembly, 78th session (Sept. 2023 - Sept. 2024) Stand: 29. Mai 2024
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A/RES/78/266 Plen. A/78/PV.63 2024-03-21 without a vote International Year of Peace and Trust, 2025

A/RES/78/265 Plen. A/78/PV.63 2024-03-21 without a vote
Seizing the opportunities of safe, secure and trustworthy 

artificial intelligence systems for sustainable development

A/RES/78/264 Plen. A/78/PV.62 2024-03-15 115-0-44 Measures to Combat Islamophobia A

A/RES/78/263 Plen. A/78/PV.57 2024-02-26 without a vote
Promotion of durable peace through sustainable development 

in Africa

A/RES/78/262 Plen. A/78/PV.57 2024-02-26 without a vote
New Partnership for Africa's Development : progress in 

implementation and international support

A/RES/78/261 Plen. A/78/PV.57 2024-02-26 without a vote
"World Social Summit" under the title "Second World Summit 

for Social Development"

A/RES/78/260 Plen. A/78/PV.57 2024-02-26 without a vote International Year of Sustainable and Resilient Tourism, 2027

A/RES/78/259 Plen. A/78/PV.52 2024-01-09 without a vote
International Day of Science, Technology and Innovation for 

the South

A/RES/78/258 Plen.
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote 	Fight against corruption and impunity in Honduras

A/RES/78/257 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote 	Investing in prevention and peacebuilding

A/RES/78/255 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote 	Unforeseen and extraordinary expenses for 2024

A/RES/78/252 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Questions relating to the proposed programme budget for 

2024

A/RES/78/251 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 137-2-22

	Proposed programme budget for 2024: section 26, Palestine 

refugees
YES

A/RES/78/249 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Financing of the International Residual Mechanism for 

Criminal Tribunals

A/RES/78/248 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote 	Administration of justice at the United Nations

A/RES/78/244 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote 	Programme planning

A/RES/78/243 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote 	Information and communications technology strategy

A/RES/78/242 C.5
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Financial reports and audited financial statements, and 

reports of the Board of Auditors

A/RES/78/241 C.1
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 152-4-11 	Lethal autonomous weapons systems YES

A/RES/78/240 C.1
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 161-4-6

	Addressing the legacy of nuclear weapons: providing victim 

assistance and environmental remediation to Member States 

affected by the use or testing of nuclear weapons

YES

A/RES/78/239 C.1
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 167-0-4 	Nuclear disarmament verification YES

A/RES/78/238 C.1 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-22 110-49-8
	Further practical measures for the prevention of an arms 

race in outer space
A

A/RES/78/237 C.1
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 104-53-7

	Developments in the field of information and 

telecommunications in the context of international security
NO

A/RES/78/236 C.6
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Strengthening and promoting the international treaty 

framework

A/RES/78/235 C.3
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Subregional Centre for Human Rights and Democracy in 

Central Africa

A/RES/78/234 C.3
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 110-16-39

	A global call for concrete action for the elimination of racism, 

racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance and 

the comprehensive implementation of and follow-up to the 

Durban Declaration and Programme of Action

A

A/RES/78/233 C.2
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Follow-up to the Fifth United Nations Conference on the 

Least Developed Countries

A/RES/78/232 C.2
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Follow-up to and implementation of the SIDS Accelerated 

Modalities of Action (SAMOA) Pathway and the Mauritius 

Strategy for the Further Implementation of the Programme of 

Action for the Sustainable Development of Small Island 

Developing States

A/RES/78/231 C.2
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 without a vote

	Follow-up to and implementation of the outcomes of the 

International Conferences on Financing for Development

A/RES/78/230 C.2
A/78/PV.50 

(Resumption 1)
2023-12-22 111-46-10

	Promotion of inclusive and effective international tax 

cooperation at the United Nations
NO

A/RES/78/229 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Strengthening the United Nations crime prevention and 

criminal justice programme, in particular its technical 

cooperation capacity

A/RES/78/228 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Improving the coordination of efforts against trafficking in 

persons

A/RES/78/227 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Equal access to justice for all

A/RES/78/226 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Technical assistance provided by the United Nations Office 

on Drugs and Crime related to counter-terrorism

A/RES/78/225 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Enhancing the contributions of the Commission on Crime 

Prevention and Criminal Justice to the accelerated 

implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development

A/RES/78/224 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Reducing reoffending through rehabilitation and 

reintegration
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A/RES/78/223 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Follow-up to the Fourteenth United Nations Congress on 

Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice and preparations for 

the Fifteenth United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention 

and Criminal Justice

A/RES/78/222 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 88-16-73 	Situation of human rights in the Syrian Arab Republic YES

A/RES/78/221 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 78-15-79

	Situation of human rights in the temporarily occupied 

territories of Ukraine, including the Autonomous Republic of 

Crimea and the city of Sevastopol

YES

A/RES/78/220 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 78-30-68 	Situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran YES

A/RES/78/219 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Situation of human rights of Rohingya Muslims and other 

minorities in Myanmar

A/RES/78/218 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Situation of human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea

A/RES/78/217 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Protection of migrants

A/RES/78/216 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Implementing the Declaration on the Right and 

Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to 

Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights 

and Fundamental Freedoms through providing a safe and 

enabling environment for human rights defenders and 

ensuring their protection

A/RES/78/215 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	The safety of journalists and the issue of impunity

A/RES/78/214 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Combating intolerance, negative stereotyping, 

stigmatization, discrimination, incitement to violence and 

violence against persons, based on religion or belief

A/RES/78/213 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Promotion and protection of human rights in the context of 

digital technologies

A/RES/78/212 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Freedom of religion or belief

A/RES/78/211 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Effective promotion of the Declaration on the Rights of 

Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and 

Linguistic Minorities

A/RES/78/210 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Terrorism and human rights

A/RES/78/209 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 185-0-2
	United Nations Human Rights Training and Documentation 

Centre for South-West Asia and the Arab Region
YES

A/RES/78/208 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 155-0-25

	Strengthening the role of the United Nations in the 

promotion of democratization and enhancing periodic and 

genuine elections

YES

A/RES/78/207 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	International Convention for the Protection of All Persons 

from Enforced Disappearance

A/RES/78/206 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	The human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation

A/RES/78/205 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Protection of and assistance to internally displaced persons

A/RES/78/204 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	National human rights institutions

A/RES/78/203 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 133-26-27 	The right to development NO

A/RES/78/202 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 131-53-0 	Human rights and unilateral coercive measures NO

A/RES/78/201 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 132-54-1 	Human rights and cultural diversity NO

A/RES/78/200 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 131-53-0
	Promotion of equitable geographical distribution in the 

membership of the human rights treaty bodies
NO

A/RES/78/199 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Enhancement of international cooperation in the field of 

human rights

A/RES/78/198 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	The right to food

A/RES/78/197 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Strengthening United Nations action in the field of human 

rights through the promotion of international cooperation and 

the importance of non‑selectivity, impartiality and objectivity

A/RES/78/196 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 125-54-6 	Promotion of a democratic and equitable international order NO

A/RES/78/195 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities and the Optional Protocol thereto: situations 

of risk and humanitarian emergencies

A/RES/78/194 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Commemoration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights

A/RES/78/193 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Universal realization of the right of peoples to self-

determination

A/RES/78/192 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 172-4-10 	The right of the Palestinian people to self-determination YES

A/RES/78/191 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 129-52-6

	Use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights 

and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-

determination

A

A/RES/78/190 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 118-49-14

	Combating glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism and other 

practices that contribute to fuelling contemporary forms of 

racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related 

intolerance

A

A/RES/78/189 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Rights of Indigenous Peoples

A/RES/78/188 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	The girl child

A/RES/78/187 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Rights of the child

A/RES/78/186 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 112-4-64 	Report of the Human Rights Council A

A/RES/78/185 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Assistance to refugees, returnees and displaced persons in 

Africa

A/RES/78/184 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees
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A/RES/78/182 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Follow-up to the Fourth World Conference on Women and 

full implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for 

Action and the outcome of the twenty-third special session of 

the General Assembly

A/RES/78/181 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Improvement of the situation of women and girls in rural 

areas

A/RES/78/180 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Violence against women migrant workers

A/RES/78/179 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Policies and programmes involving youth

A/RES/78/178 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Promoting social integration through social inclusion

A/RES/78/177 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Follow-up to the Second World Assembly on Ageing

A/RES/78/176 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Preparations for and observance of the thirtieth anniversary 

of the International Year of the Family

A/RES/78/175 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Cooperatives in social development

A/RES/78/174 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Implementation of the outcome of the World Summit for 

Social Development and of the twenty-fourth special session 

of the General Assembly

A/RES/78/173 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Addressing the challenges of persons living with a rare 

disease and their families

A/RES/78/172 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Inclusive policies and programmes to address 

homelessness, including in the aftermath of the coronavirus 

disease (COVID‑19)

A/RES/78/171 C.3 A/78/PV.50 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Persons with albinism

A/RES/78/170 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 158-6-13

	Permanent sovereignty of the Palestinian people in the 

Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and 

of the Arab population in the occupied Syrian Golan over their 

natural resources

YES

A/RES/78/169 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Natural plant fibres and sustainable development

A/RES/78/168 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Agriculture development, food security and nutrition

A/RES/78/167 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	South-South cooperation

A/RES/78/166 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Operational activities for development of the United Nations 

system

A/RES/78/165 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 125-50-1
	Eradicating rural poverty to implement the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development
NO

A/RES/78/164 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Implementation of the Third United Nations Decade for the 

Eradication of Poverty (2018–2027)

A/RES/78/163 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Follow-up to the Second United Nations Conference on 

Landlocked Developing Countries

A/RES/78/162 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Development cooperation with middle-income countries

A/RES/78/161 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Culture and sustainable development

A/RES/78/160 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Science, technology and innovation for sustainable 

development

A/RES/78/159 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Strengthening cooperation for integrated coastal zone 

management for achieving sustainable development

A/RES/78/158 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 176-3-0 	Combating sand and dust storms YES

A/RES/78/157 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Ensuring access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all

A/RES/78/156 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Education for sustainable development in the framework of 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

A/RES/78/155 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity 

and its contribution to sustainable development

A/RES/78/154 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Implementation of the United Nations Convention to Combat 

Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious 

Drought and/or Desertification, Particularly in Africa

A/RES/78/153 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Protection of global climate for present and future 

generations of humankind

A/RES/78/152 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Disaster risk reduction

A/RES/78/151 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Promoting sustainable consumption and production patterns 

for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development, building on Agenda 21

A/RES/78/150 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 128-0-46
	Achieving gender equality and empowering all women and 

girls for realizing all Sustainable Development Goals
YES

A/RES/78/149 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	The pivotal role of reliable and stable energy connectivity in 

driving sustainable development

A/RES/78/148 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Strengthening the links between all modes of transport to 

achieve the Sustainable Development Goals

A/RES/78/147 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Central Asia facing environmental challenges: fostering 

regional solidarity for sustainable development and prosperity

A/RES/78/146 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Cooperative measures to assess and increase awareness 

of environmental effects related to waste originating from 

chemical munitions dumped at sea

A/RES/78/145 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Sustainable and resilient tourism and sustainable 

development in Central America and the Dominican Republic

A/RES/78/144 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 135-26-10 	Agricultural technology for sustainable development YES

A/RES/78/143 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 164-7-6 	Oil slick on Lebanese shores YES

A/RES/78/142 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote

	International cooperation and coordination for the human 

and ecological rehabilitation and economic development of 

the Semipalatinsk region of Kazakhstan

A/RES/78/141 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Promoting investments for sustainable development
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A/RES/78/140 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote

	Promotion of international cooperation to combat illicit 

financial flows and strengthen good practices on assets return 

to foster sustainable development

A/RES/78/139 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Financial inclusion for sustainable development

A/RES/78/138 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Commodities

A/RES/78/137 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	External debt sustainability and development

A/RES/78/136 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	International financial system and development

A/RES/78/135 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 128-8-43
	Unilateral economic measures as a means of political and 

economic coercion against developing countries
A

A/RES/78/134 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	International trade and development

A/RES/78/133 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote 	Promoting creative economy for sustainable development

A/RES/78/132 C.2 A/78/PV.49 2023-12-19 without a vote
	Information and communications technologies for 

sustainable development

A/RES/78/131 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote

	Enhancing action at the national, regional and international 

levels to address the global public health and security 

challenges posed by synthetic drugs

A/RES/78/130 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote
	Sustainable, safe and universal water, sanitation, hygiene, 

waste and electricity services in health-care facilities

A/RES/78/129 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote
	Promotion of interreligious and intercultural dialogue, 

understanding and cooperation for peace

A/RES/78/128 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote

	2025 United Nations Conference to Support the 

Implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 14: 

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine 

resources for sustainable development

A/RES/78/127 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote
	International Year of Volunteers for Sustainable 

Development, 2026

A/RES/78/126 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote
	Deferral of the graduation of Angola from the least 

developed country category to a later date

A/RES/78/125 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote
	Graduation of Bhutan from the least developed country 

category

A/RES/78/124 Plen. A/78/PV.48 2023-12-18 without a vote
	Credentials of representatives to the seventy-eighth session 

of the General Assembly

A/RES/ES-

10/22
Plen. A/ES-10/PV.45 2023-12-12 153-10-23

10th Emergency Special Session: Protection of civilians and 

upholding legal and humanitarian obligations
YES

A/RES/78/123 Plen. A/78/PV.47 2023-12-08 without a vote 	International Day of Potato

A/RES/78/122 Plen. A/78/PV.47 2023-12-08 without a vote 	World Cleanup Day

A/RES/78/121 Plen. A/78/PV.47 2023-12-08 without a vote 	Assistance to the Palestinian people

A/RES/78/120 Plen. A/78/PV.47 2023-12-08 without a vote
	International cooperation on humanitarian assistance in the 

field of natural disasters, from relief to development

A/RES/78/119 Plen. A/78/PV.47 2023-12-08 without a vote
	Strengthening of the coordination of emergency 

humanitarian assistance of the United Nations

A/RES/78/118 Plen. A/78/PV.47 2023-12-08 without a vote
	Safety and security of humanitarian personnel and 

protection of United Nations personnel

A/RES/78/99 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of the United States Virgin Islands

A/RES/78/98 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of the Turks and Caicos Islands

A/RES/78/97 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Tokelau

A/RES/78/96 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Saint Helena

A/RES/78/95 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Pitcairn

A/RES/78/94 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of New Caledonia

A/RES/78/93 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Montserrat

A/RES/78/92 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Guam

A/RES/78/91 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of French Polynesia

A/RES/78/90 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of the Cayman Islands

A/RES/78/89 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of the British Virgin Islands

A/RES/78/88 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Bermuda

A/RES/78/87 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Anguilla

A/RES/78/86 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of American Samoa

A/RES/78/85 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Question of Western Sahara

A/RES/78/84 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote
	Offers by Member States of study and training facilities for 

inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories

A/RES/78/83 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 126-2-51

	Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the 

specialized agencies and the international institutions 

associated with the United Nations

A

A/RES/78/82 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 172-2-3
	Economic and other activities which affect the interests of 

the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories
YES

A/RES/78/81 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 174-2-2
	Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted 

under Article 73 e of the Charter of the United Nations
YES

A/RES/78/79 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Comprehensive review of special political missions

A/RES/78/78 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 149-6-19
	Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 

including East Jerusalem, and the occupied Syrian Golan
YES

A/RES/78/77 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 151-2-23 	The occupied Syrian Golan YES

A/RES/78/76 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 86-12-75

	Work of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli 

Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Palestinian 

People and Other Arabs of the Occupied Territories

A

A/RES/78/75 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 163-5-9 	Palestine refugees’ properties and their revenues YES

A/RES/78/74 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 168-1-10 	Assistance to Palestine refugees YES
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A/RES/78/73 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 165-4-6
	Operations of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 

for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
YES

A/RES/78/72 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	International cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space

A/RES/78/71 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Effects of atomic radiation

A/RES/78/70 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Assistance in mine action

A/RES/78/117 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote

	Observer status for the Organization of Ibero-American 

States for Education, Science and Culture in the General 

Assembly

A/RES/78/116 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Report of the Committee on Relations with the Host Country

A/RES/78/115 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Measures to eliminate international terrorism

A/RES/78/114 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Responsibility of international organizations

A/RES/78/113 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote
	The scope and application of the principle of universal 

jurisdiction

A/RES/78/112 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	The rule of law at the national and international levels

A/RES/78/111 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote

	Report of the Special Committee on the Charter of the 

United Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the 

Organization

A/RES/78/110 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Expulsion of aliens

A/RES/78/109 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote 	Peremptory norms of general international law (jus cogens)

A/RES/78/108 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote
	Report of the International Law Commission on the work of 

its seventy-fourth session

A/RES/78/107 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote

	United Nations Programme of Assistance in the Teaching, 

Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International 

Law

A/RES/78/106 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote

	Guide on Access to Credit for Micro-, Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises of the United Nations Commission on 

International Trade Law

A/RES/78/105 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote

	Code of Conduct for Arbitrators in International Investment 

Dispute Resolution and Code of Conduct for Judges in 

International Investment Dispute Resolution with respective 

commentary of the United Nations Commission on 

International Trade Law

A/RES/78/104 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote

	Model Provisions on Mediation for International Investment 

Disputes and Guidelines on Mediation for International 

Investment Disputes of the United Nations Commission on 

International Trade Law

A/RES/78/103 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote
	Report of the United Nations Commission on International 

Trade Law on the work of its fifty-sixth session

A/RES/78/102 C.6 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 without a vote
	Criminal accountability of United Nations officials and 

experts on mission

A/RES/78/101 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 133-3-42
	Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
A

A/RES/78/100 C.4 A/78/PV.45 2023-12-07 173-3-1 	Dissemination of information on decolonization YES

A/RES/78/69 Plen. A/77/PV.43 2023-12-05 140-1-3 	Oceans and the law of the sea YES

A/RES/78/68 Plen. A/78/PV.44 2023-12-05 without a vote

	Sustainable fisheries, including through the 1995 Agreement 

for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 

relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling 

Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks, and related 

instruments

A/RES/78/67 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote

	Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, 

Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and 

Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction

A/RES/78/66 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 181-1-4 	Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty YES

A/RES/78/65 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 178-0-4
	Strengthening of security and cooperation in the 

Mediterranean region
YES

A/RES/78/64 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote

	Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of 

Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be 

Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects

A/RES/78/63 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 151-6-27 	The risk of nuclear proliferation in the Middle East YES

A/RES/78/62 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Report of the Disarmament Commission

A/RES/78/61 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Report of the Conference on Disarmament

A/RES/78/60 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	United Nations regional centres for peace and disarmament

A/RES/78/59 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote

	Regional confidence-building measures: activities of the 

United Nations Standing Advisory Committee on Security 

Questions in Central Africa

A/RES/78/58 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	United Nations Regional Centre for Peace and Disarmament 

in Asia and the Pacific

A/RES/78/57 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	United Nations Regional Centre for Peace, Disarmament 

and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean

A/RES/78/56 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	United Nations Regional Centre for Peace and Disarmament 

in Africa

A/RES/78/55 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 120-50-14
	Convention on the Prohibition of the Use of Nuclear 

Weapons
NO
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A/RES/78/54 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Assistance to States for curbing the illicit traffic in small 

arms and light weapons and collecting them

A/RES/78/53 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 121-44-17 	Nuclear disarmament NO

A/RES/78/52 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Transparency and confidence-building measures in outer 

space activities

A/RES/78/51 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 164-4-13 	Radiological weapons YES

A/RES/78/50 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 147-5-29
	Nuclear-weapon-free southern hemisphere and adjacent 

areas
YES

A/RES/78/49 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Prohibition of the dumping of radioactive wastes

A/RES/78/48 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 159-0-23 	The Arms Trade Treaty YES

A/RES/78/47 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 176-0-5 	Through-life conventional ammunition management YES

A/RES/78/46 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	The illicit trade in small arms and light weapons in all its 

aspects

A/RES/78/45 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 170-1-16

	Implementation of the Convention on the Prohibition of the 

Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel 

Mines and on Their Destruction

YES

A/RES/78/44 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 122-49-13 	Reducing nuclear danger NO

A/RES/78/43 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Measures to prevent terrorists from acquiring weapons of 

mass destruction

A/RES/78/42 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 133-26-25
	Towards a nuclear-weapon-free world: accelerating the 

implementation of nuclear disarmament commitments
YES

A/RES/78/41 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 135-38-12 	Ethical imperatives for a nuclear-weapon-free world A

A/RES/78/40 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 148-7-29
	Steps to building a common roadmap towards a world 

without nuclear weapons
YES

A/RES/78/39 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Treaty on the South-East Asia Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone 

(Bangkok Treaty)

A/RES/78/38 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Confidence-building measures in the regional and 

subregional context

A/RES/78/37 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 186-1-0
	Conventional arms control at the regional and subregional 

levels
YES

A/RES/78/36 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Regional disarmament

A/RES/78/35 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 123-43-17 	Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons A

A/RES/78/34 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 141-11-33 	Humanitarian consequences of nuclear weapons YES

A/RES/78/33 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 135-35-15

	Follow-up to the advisory opinion of the International Court 

of Justice on the legality of the threat or use of nuclear 

weapons

YES

A/RES/78/32 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 148-1-36 	Implementation of the Convention on Cluster Munitions YES

A/RES/78/31 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Youth, disarmament and non‑proliferation

A/RES/78/30 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 116-45-19

	Follow-up to nuclear disarmament obligations agreed to at 

the 1995, 2000 and 2010 Review Conferences of the Parties 

to the Treaty on the Non Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

A

A/RES/78/29 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 159-7-16

	Implementation of the Convention on the Prohibition of the 

Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical 

Weapons and on Their Destruction

YES

A/RES/78/28 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 160-5-20
	Treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear 

weapons or other nuclear explosive devices
YES

A/RES/78/27 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 140-35-10
	Follow-up to the 2013 high-level meeting of the General 

Assembly on nuclear disarmament
A

A/RES/78/26 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 130-5-50
	Promotion of multilateralism in the area of disarmament and 

non‑proliferation
A

A/RES/78/25 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote

	Observance of environmental norms in the drafting and 

implementation of agreements on disarmament and arms 

control

A/RES/78/24 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Convening of the fourth special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament

A/RES/78/23 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Relationship between disarmament and development

A/RES/78/22 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote
	Role of science and technology in the context of 

international security and disarmament

A/RES/78/21 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 127-51-6 	No first placement of weapons in outer space A

A/RES/78/20 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 166-9-4
	Reducing space threats through norms, rules and principles 

of responsible behaviours
YES

A/RES/78/19 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	Prevention of an arms race in outer space

A/RES/78/18 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 123-0-62

	Conclusion of effective international arrangements to assure 

non‑nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of 

nuclear weapons

A

A/RES/78/17 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 179-1-3
	Establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region 

of the Middle East
YES

A/RES/78/16 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 161-9-11

	Programme of action to advance responsible State 

behaviour in the use of information and communications 

technologies in the context of international security

YES

A/RES/78/15 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 180-3-1

	Prohibition of the development and manufacture of new 

types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of 

such weapons: report of the Conference on Disarmament

YES

A/RES/78/14 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 without a vote 	African Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone Treaty

A/RES/78/13 C.1 A/78/PV.42 2023-12-04 138-4-42
	Implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a 

Zone of Peace
A

A/RES/78/12 Plen. A/78/PV.41 2023-11-29 without a vote 	World Duchenne Awareness Day

A/RES/78/11 Plen. A/78/PV.40 2023-11-28 91-8-62 	The Syrian Golan A

A/RES/78/10 Plen. A/78/PV.38 2023-11-21 118-0-2
	Building a peaceful and better world through sport and the 

Olympic ideal
YES
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A/RES/78/9 Plen. A/78/PV.37 2023-11-20 without a vote

	Commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 

United Nations Special Programme for the Economies of 

Central Asia

A/RES/78/8 Plen. A/78/PV.30 2023-11-08 without a vote 	Report of the International Atomic Energy Agency

A/RES/78/7 Plen. A/78/PV.26 2023-11-02 187-2-1

	Necessity of ending the economic, commercial and financial 

embargo imposed by the United States of America against 

Cuba

YES

A/RES/78/6 Plen. A/78/PV.25 2023-11-01 115-6-31 	Report of the International Criminal Court YES

A/RES/ES-

10/21

Plen. 

(Emergency 

Special 

Session)

	A/ES-

10/PV.40

A/ES-10/PV.41

2023-10-27 121-14-44
10th Emergency Special Session: Protection of civilians and 

upholding legal and humanitarian obligations
YES

A/RES/78/5 Plen. A/78/PV.16 2023-10-05 without a vote
	Political declaration of the high-level meeting on the fight 

against tuberculosis

A/RES/78/4 Plen. A/78/PV.16 2023-10-05 without a vote
	Political declaration of the high-level meeting on universal 

health coverage

A/RES/78/3 Plen. A/78/PV.16 2023-10-05 without a vote
	Political declaration of the General Assembly high-level 

meeting on pandemic prevention, preparedness and response

A/RES/78/2 C.5 A/78/PV.16 2023-10-05 without a vote

	Scale of assessments for the apportionment of the 

expenses of the United Nations: requests under Article 19 of 

the Charter

A/RES/78/1 Plen. A/78/PV.15 2023-09-29 without a vote

	Political declaration of the high-level political forum on 

sustainable development convened under the auspices of the 
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